Assembly of Gold Nanoparticles into Chiral Superstructures Driven by Circularly Polarized Light.
Photon-to-matter chirality transfer offers both simplicity and universality to chiral synthesis, but its efficiency is typically low for organic compounds. Besides the fundamental importance of this process relevant for understanding the origin of homochirality on Earth, new pathways for imposing chiral bias during chemical process are essential for a variety of technologies from medicine to informatics. The strong optical activity of inorganic nanoparticles (NPs) affords photosynthetic routes to chiral superstructures using circularly polarized photons. Although plasmonic NPs are promising candidates for such synthetic routes due to the strong rotatory power of highly delocalized plasmonic states (Ma et al. Chem. Rev. 2017, 117 (12), 8041), realization of light-driven synthesis of chiral nanostructures has been more challenging for plasmonic NPs than for the semiconductor due to the short lifetime of the plasmonic states. Here we show that illumination of gold salt solutions with circularly polarized light induces the formation of NPs and their subsequent assembly into chiral nanostructures 10-15 nm in diameter. Despite their seemingly irregular shape, the resulting nanocolloids showed circular dichroism (CD) spectra with opposite polarity after exposure to photons with left and right circular polarization. The sign and spectral position of the CD peaks of illuminated dispersions matched those calculated for nanostructures with complex geometry identified from electron tomography images. Quantification of the complex shapes of NP assemblies using chirality measures revealed a direct correlation with the experimental spectra. The light-driven assembly of chiral nanostructures originates from the asymmetric displacement of NPs in dynamic assemblies by plasmonic fields followed by particle-to-particle attachment. The ability of gold NPs to "lock" the chirality of the incident photons in assembled nanostructures can be used to create a variety of chiral nanomaterials with plasmonic resonances.